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Orders up 30%
Chinmore Goes All Out for

                 Precision Parts
銷量衝高三成！ 竣茂增產擴大海外電子零件市場

With the ability to design, manufacture, export, implement 
vertical integration and provide one-stop production, Chinmore 
Industry secures electronic/automotive communication market 
shares and gains clients’ trust. It has become a reputable company 
in the domestic and overseas electronic parts industry as well as a 
professional in Taiwan specialized in CNC machined precision parts.

In its 25 years of history, the company manufactures and supplies 
high-frequency antenna components as well as various precision 
parts made of iron, copper, steel, stainless steel, and PTFE. The 
company can process parts of diameters ranging from Ø1 to Ø42mm, 
and lengths from 0.5 to 150mm, within 0.005mm tolerance, offering 
OEM and ODM service for high-end markets including Taiwan, 
Europe, the U.S. and Japan. It can supply products in separate batches 
to help reduce inventory, providing flexible service in accordance 
with clients’ needs.

Craftsmanship + Nomura Equipment + 
Strict Quality Check
3-in-1 Tactic Brings High Customer Ratings

“Reputation is backed by quality” is a motto held true by Chinmore 
that earned CE, RoHS, ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 14001:2015 certifi-
cates. Chinmore is strict with itself the way like a Japanese craftsman 
would treat himself. Its manufacturing plant uses composite CNC 
machine tools from Nomura (Japan) for higher precision and stable 
quality, better and unified management of parts, stable production, 
short lead times and high customizability to satisfy clients. It can also 
cope with rush orders.

Clients will provide drawings, sizes and requests for 
special specifications for engineers and technicians to see if 
the manufacture is possible, and the company will provide 
suggestions for production. Samples will be provided to clients 
for confirmation before mass-producing and this fulfills tailored 
service. Quality inspection on par with clients’ standards will be 
performed with auto 3D projectors before shipment. “Trust the 
professionals and place your orders to Chinmore” is the words 
by many clients rating Chinmore.

Positive for Overseas Sales Growth; 
Continuously Purchasing Equipment

Last year Taiwan was in the middle of exploding number of 
orders from abroad. Overseas demand has boosted the com-
pany’s sales by 30%. Soon Taiwan will lift border barriers by 
a larger scale. The company is fully prepared to embrace 
overseas demand and begin to attend exhibitions abroad 
this year to develop markets in the U.S. and Europe with 
100% efforts. 

To cope with precision parts demand from the U.S. 
and Europe, the company has already purchased 3 
manufacturing machines. It will still continue to purchase 
new equipment to expand capacity. Currently in Europe, 
Chinmore’s sales have reached Spain, Germany, Czech Republic 
and other countries. In the future it will continue to develop dies 
and add industry-leading advanced machines to become the 
quality benchmark of the industry.

by Dean Tseng, Fastener World
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